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Abstract 

Capillary tube expansion devices are generally utilized in refrigeration supplies, in any case the system of the flow is as 

yet not completely portrayed and saw, so the exploratory check of most forecasts is as yet vital. We have arranged an 

altered numerical model of the slim stream and checked it both through the accessible information from writing and 

furthermore by means of our own estimations performed in a genuine cooling circuit with unadulterated fluoroinert 

refrigerant [1], [2]. 
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Introduction 

Capillary tubes as expansion devices are generally utilized in littler refrigeration and cooling devices since they are 

moderately straightforward and modest parts. They substitute progressively costly and complex thermostatic valves. By 

the by, one can discover another purpose behind their utilization in exceptionally specific cooling circuits where, for 

example, the space obliges are predominant or profoundly attractive and radiation hard encompassing takes out the 

utilization of progressively modern throttling gadgets. The utilization of vessels in the mind boggling cooling 

framework for the molecule indicator turned into the inspiration for this examination. In such application one needs to 

confront additionally different issues [3], [4], for example, the various manifolding because of the high number of 

individual evaporators. Another issue emerges from the way that the slender does not interface the condenser and 

evaporator legitimately, yet it is bound between the weight controller and backpressure controller, more often than not 

far away from the blower condenser unit and set in a generally disconnected territory. At that point the correct 

measuring of the slender (that ought to likewise adapt to the marginally changing refrigerant mass stream) turns into a 

fundamental issue [5]. A capillary is a tube of small inner diameter mostly between 0.5 - 1.5 mm and length about 1.5 - 

6 m. Applications of new alternative refrigerants yield a request of more accurate and general methods for predicting 

capillary thermal and fluid-dynamic behavior. A number of both theoretical and experimental studies have been carried 

out especially during the past 10 years. Its inner diameter and its length define the pressure distribution over the 

capillary-tube. A numerical model was prepared for analyzing the behavior of a capillary tube as a throttling device in 

cooling circuits working with fluoroinert refrigerants. The reliability of the model was verified both with available data 

from literature, mostly for the traditional refrigerants and then comparisons were performed also with our own 

experimental data obtained from measurements within the real cooling circuit using C3F8 [6], [7]. 
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Conclusion 

The adiabatic capillary tube with separated two-phase flow indicates that the model can be used to predict complex flow 

behavior in capillary tubes. It can also help to select appropriate dimension of capillaries in refrigeration cycles even 

with infrequently used coolants – in special applications. 
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